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Abstract
In this paper we present a novel multimedia (text, images, audio& 
video) recommendation for users based on user’s flavor. Typical 
quantity-driven keyword query search approaches return popular 
words in the results as expanded queries. This leads to a subset 
of possible query search misleading to an ambiguous search. The 
central idea of this paper is to recommend an effective multimedia 
content to the user, based on user ratings, flavor and hit ratio. This 
paper aims at establishing a relation between user’s first click to 
recommendations using Effective Multimedia Recommendation 
algorithm (EMR). Every image, video & audio is given a 
unique identification number which helps in categorization and 
recommendation. The proposed algorithm can be utilized in many 
recommendation tasks on the World Wide Web. The experimental 
analysis on large data sets shows the promising future of our 
work.
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I. Introduction
Many different kinds of recommendations are made every day on the 
web, including movies, music, images, books recommendations, 
query suggestions, tags recommendations, etc. With the diversified 
and explosive growth of Web information, how to organize and 
utilize the information effectively and efficiently has become 
more and more critical. And user-generated information is more 
freestyle and less structured, which increases the difficulties in 
mining useful information from these data sources. In order to 
satisfy the information needs of Web users and improve the user 
experience in many Web applications. This paper concentrated 
in providing a general framework on mining effectively for 
multimedia based on user interactivity. The main technique 
used here is Collaborative Filtering, which is a technique that 
automatically predicts the interest of an active user by collecting 
rating information from other similar users or items. An Effective 
Multimedia Recommendation (EMR) algorithm for solving many 
recommendation problems on the Web has addressed various 
challenges.

II. Related Work
Coadjuvant Filtering• 
Query Recommendation• 
Effiecient Click through Data Analysis• 
Image Recommendation• 

A. Coadjuvant Filtering
Two types of Coadjuvant filtering approaches are present

Neighborhood-based • 
Model-based.• 

1. Neighborhood-Based
The neighborhood-based approaches are the most popular 
prediction methods and are widely adopted in commercial 

Coadjuvant filtering systems. The most analyzed examples of 
neighborhood-based Coadjuvant filtering include user-based 
approaches and item-based approaches. User-based approaches 
predict the ratings of active users based on the ratings of their 
similar users, and item-based approaches predict the ratings 
of active users based on the computed information of items 
similar to those chosen by the active user. User-based and item-
based approaches often use the Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
algorithm (PCC) and the Vector Space Similarity algorithm (VSS)
as the similarity computation methods. PCC-based Coadjuvant 
filtering generally can achieve higher performance than the other 
popular algorithm VSS, since it considers the differences of user 
rating style.

2. Model-Based
The neighborhood-based approaches are the most popular 
prediction methods and are widely adopted in commercial 
collaborative filtering systems. The most analyzed examples of 
neighborhood-based collaborative filtering include

user-based approaches • 
Item-based approaches• 

User-based approaches predict the ratings of active users based 
on the ratings of their similar users, and item-based approaches 
predict the ratings of active users based on the computed 
information of items similar to those chosen by the active user. 
User-based and item-based approaches often use the Pearson 
Correlation Coefficient algorithm (PCC) and the Vector Space 
Similarity algorithm (VSS) as the similarity computation methods. 
PCC-based collaborative filtering generally can achieve higher 
performance than the other popular algorithm VSS, since it 
considers the differences of user rating style.

B. Query Recommendation
In order to recommend relevant queries to Web users, a valuable 
technique, query recommendation, has been employed. The goal 
of query Recommendation is similar to that of query expansion, 
query substitution, and query refinement, which all focus on 
understanding users’ search intentions and improving the 
queries submitted by users. Query recommendation is closely 
related to query expansion or query substitution, which extends 
the original query with new search terms to narrow down the 
scope of the search. But different from query expansion, Query 
recommendation, suggestion aims to suggest full queries that 
have been formulated by previous users so that query integrity 
and coherence are preserved in the suggested queries. Query 
refinement is another closely related notion, since the objective 
of query refinement is interactively recommending new queries 
related to a particular query. Since most of these methods are 
only designed for query suggestions, the extensibility of these 
methods is very limited. The two query recommendation methods 
based on click through data are proposed. The main disadvantage 
of these two algorithms is that they ignore the rich information 
embedded in the query-click bipartite graph and consider only 
queries that appear in the query logs, potentially losing the 
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opportunity to recommend highly semantically related queries 
to users. several different ranking methods using random walks 
can also be employed into the query suggestion tasks on a query-
URL bipartite graph, including Page Rank etc.

C. Effiecient Clickthrough Data Analysis
The most common usage of Click through Data Analysis is for is 
for optimizing Web search results or rankings. A ranking function 
is learned from the implicit feedback extracted from search engine 
click through data to provide personalized search results for users. 
Besides ranking, click through data is also well studied in the 
query clustering problem. Query clustering is a process used to 
discover frequently asked questions or most popular topics on a 
search engine. This process is crucial for search engines based 
on question answering. Recently, click through data has been 
analyzed and applied to several interesting research topics, such as 
Web query hierarchy building and extraction of class attributes. In 
the proposed method consists of two stages generating candidate 
queries determining “generalization/specialization” relations 
between these queries in a hierarchy. The method initially relies 
on a small set of linguistically motivated extraction patterns 
applied to each entry from the query logs, then employs a series 
of Web-based precision-enhancement filters to refine and rank 
the candidate attributes.

D. Image Recommendation
Another interesting recommendation application on the Web is 
image recommendation. Image recommendation systems, like 
Photoree, focus on recommending interesting images to Web users 
based on users’ preference. Normally, these systems first ask users 
to rate some images as they like or dislike, and then recommend 
images to the users based on the tastes of the users. With the 
framework proposed in this paper, by diffusing on the image-
tag bipartite graph with one or more images, we can accurately 
and efficiently suggest semantically relevant non personalized 
or personalized images to the users which can be effectively, 
efficiently, and naturally applied to most of the recommendation 
tasks on the Web.

III. Existing System
DIFFUSION ON GRAPHS by Hao Ma, Irwin King and Michael 
Rung-Tsong Lyu, concentrated on a novel graph diffusion 
model based on heat diffusion. This model can be applied to 
both undirected graphs and directed graphs then analyze the 
computational complexity of the model. 

Heat Diffusion• 
Diffusion on Undirected Graphs• 
Diffusion on Directed Graphs• 
Complexity Analysis• 

A. Heat Diffusion 
Heat diffusion is a physical phenomenon. In a medium, heat 
always flows from a position with high temperature to a position 
with low temperature. The query-click graph is a bipartite graph 
with queries on one side and clicked documents on the other 
hand diffusion-based approaches have been successfully applied 
in various domains such as classification and dimensionality 
reduction problems. They used heat diffusion to model the 
similarity information propagation on Web graphs. In Physics, 
the heat diffusion is always performed on a geometric manifold 
with initial conditions. However, it is very difficult to represent 
the Web as a regular geometry with a known dimension.

B. Diffusion On Undirected Graphs
The heat difference at a node between time t+∆t and time t 
will be equal to the sum of the heat that it receives from all its 
neighbors.

C. Diffusion On Directed Graphs
In many situations, the Web graphs are directed, especially in 
online recommender systems or knowledge sharing sites. Every 
user in knowledge sharing sites typically has a trust list. The users 
in the trust list can influence this user deeply. These relationships 
are directed since user a is in the trust list of user b, but user b 
might not be in the trust list of user a. At the same time, the extent 
of trust relations is different since user ui may trust user uj with 
trust score 1 while trust user uk only with trust sco. Hence, there 
are different weights associated with the relations.

D. Complexity Analysis
The complexity shows that heat diffusion algorithm enjoys very 
good performance in scalability since it is linear with respect to 
the number of edges in the graph. However, since the size of Web 
information is very large, the graph built upon the Web information 
can become extremely large. Then, the complexity is also too 
high, and the algorithm becomes time consuming and inefficient 
to get a solution. To overcome this difficulty they first extract a 
sub graph starting from the heat sources. Given the heat sources, 
the sub graph is constructed by using depth-first search in the 
original graph. Then, the diffusion processes will be performed 
on this sub graph efficiently and effectively. Generally, it will 
not decrease the qualities of the heat diffusion processes since 
the nodes too far away from the heat sources are normally not 
related to the sources.

IV. Proposed System

A. Query Recommendation by EMR
In this paper we present a novel technique for query 
recommendation. When a user starts entering the query we 
recommend useful predictions to the user based on previous user’s 
search log files. Log file concept is generally an ancient one but 
our paper emphasizes on an efficient prediction both on pattern 
matching and concept based. In this paper query recommendation 
is based on analysis of log files (Log File all the queries or words 
entered by the users are stored in a file termed as Log File. All 
activities of the users are captured here).

B. Image Recommendation by EMR
Finding effective and efficient methods to search and retrieve 
images on the Web has been a prevalent line of research for a 
long time. The situation is even tougher in the research of Image 
Recommendation. Image Recommendation can be made successful 
by our proposed algorithm Effective Multimedia Recommendation 
(EMR) algorithm.
EMR emphasizes on

User’s flavor• 
User’s rating• 
Hit Ratio• 

1. Recommendation by User’s Flavor
By this method user is given an option to choose type of image 
needed. Illustration If an user wants to retrieve all the images 
pertaining to water, user can enter a choice saying either color 
”blue” or “sea”. In the former case the recommendations are based 
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on color matching whereas in the latter case it is based on content 
matching

2. Recommendation by User’s Rating
In this method users are recommended images based on active 
user’s rating.Whenever a user clicks on an image,all those images 
with the highest ratings are recommended.

3. Recommendation by Hit Ratio
Whenever a user enters a query for an image, recommendation is 
given based on hit ratio. Hit Ratio. It is defined as number of times 
the query is redirected to the UniformResourceLocator (URL). 
So whenever the user enters the query, the URL with highest hit 
ratio is recommended first to the user.

C. Audio Recommendation
Finding effective and efficient methods to search and retrieve 
audios on the Web has been a prevalent line of research for a 
long time. The situation is even tougher in the research of Audio 
Recommendation Audio Recommendation can be made successful 
by our proposed algorithm Effective Multimedia Recommendation 
(EMR) algorithm. EMR emphasizes on

User’s flavor• 
User’s rating• 
Hit Ratio• 

1. Recommendation by User’s Flavor
By this method user is given an option to choose type of audio 
needed. Illustration If an user wants to retrieve all the audios 
pertaining to pop music can enter a choice saying either “guitar” 
or “Michael Jackson”. In the former case the recommendations 
are based on content matching whereas in the latter case it is based 
on pattern matching

2. Recommendation by User’s Rating
In this method users are recommended audios based on active 
user’s rating.Whenever a user clicks on an audio,all those audios 
with the highest ratings are recommended.

3. Recommendation by Hit Ratio
Whenever a user enters a query for an audio,recommendation is 
given based on hit ratio. Hit Ratio It is defined as number of times 
the query is redirected to the UniformResourceLocator(URL). So 
whenever the user enters the query, the URL with highest hit ratio 
is recommended first to the user.

D. Video Recommendation
Finding effective and efficient methods to search and retrieve 
videos on the Web has been a prevalent line of research for a 
long time. The situation is even tougher in the research of Video 
Recommendation Video Recommendation can be made successful 
by our proposed algorithm Effective Multimedia Recommendation 
(EMR) algorithm. EMR emphasizes on

User’s flavor• 
User’s rating• 
Hit Ratio• 

1. Recommendation by User’s Flavor
By this method user is given an option to choose type of video 
needed. Illustration if a user wants to retrieve all the videos pertaining 
to Horror, user can enter a choice saying either “horrifying” or 
“Frankenstein”. In the former case the recommendations are based 

on content matching whereas in the latter case it is based on 
pattern matching.

2. Recommendation by User’s Rating
In this method users are recommended videos based on active 
user’s rating.Whenever a user clicks on an video, all those videos 
with the highest ratings are recommended.

3. Recommendation by Hit Ratio
Whenever a user enters a query for an video, recommendation is 
given based on hit ratio. Hit Ratio It is defined as number of times 
the query is redirected to the UniformResourceLocator (URL). 
So whenever the user enters the query ,the URL with highest hit 
ratio is recommended first to the user.

V. Conclusion and Future Scope
Previous papers have presented query recommendations 
and image recommendations solely. But we were successful 
at achieving audio& video recommendation through 
EffectiveMultimediaRecommendation (EMR) Algorithm 
altogether in this paper.  We have designed an EMR algorithm 
for multimedia recommendation.
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